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Notes to Contributors
Thank you for your interest in submitting to Hrr. We welcome manuscripts covering the
full range of the journal’s remit from any locality.
Please take to read the notes below so that the submission process will be smooth and
peedy. All submissions to Hrr should be prepared according to the Notes to Contributors and
then submitted online. This applies to all manuscript types.
Guidance for particular types of submissions (articles, debates, etc.) is available from
https://human.ba/submission/how-to-publish/ ‘Instructions and Forms’
Manuscripts will be considered for Hrr only if they have not already been published, and
are not currently under consideration for publication, elsewhere. Manuscripts should
not contain substantial elements of material published or accepted for publication
elsewhere. If a material in an article has an ISBN or ISSN number it is considered to have
been published, regardless of where it has been published.
Manuscripts previously rejected by the journal should not be resubmitted.
Exceptionally, the publication of translations of articles may be considered. Authors should
write to the Editors setting out a case.
In the case of Empirical articles, authors should include sufficient details of their method to
permit readers of the article to make informed judgements of the quality and generalisability
of the findings. Therefore articles should usually, as a minimum, give adequate description of
sampling, method of data collection and method of data analysis. In order to protect the
identity of participants in research, authors should use pseudonyms and remove any
information leading to identification of any of the individuals described in the study.
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Publication Ethics
We are committed to upholding the integrity of the work we publish. We encourage our
authors and editors to refer to the https://human.ba/policies/ethics-policy/ website and
view the Publication Ethics page on the https://human.ba/policies/publication-ethics-andmalpractice-statement/

Preparing your files
We ask that all submissions to Hrr include an anonymised manuscript word file and
a coversheet. Guidance for particular types of submissions is available from
https://human.ba/about-us/

Instructions and Forms
Preparing your cover sheet
To accompany your article, you should prepare a cover sheet.
Your cover sheet should include:
 Article title
 For each author: name and institution
 Self-references
Please keep your contact details in manuscripts up to date. These are the details we will use to send
you news about your manuscript.
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Preparing your manuscript
Hrr accepts word processing files only. No PDFs will be accepted. All submissions should be
double spaced, any single spaced files which are submitted may be returned.
Please present your manuscript in the following order:
 Title: Subtitle
 Abstract (150 words max.)
 Keywords (3-10, alphabetical)


Body text

 Endnotes
 References
 All tables and figures
For more guidance on how to write a paper for Hrr, please read Paper Template.

Length
Hrr word limits:
Articles 7000 words
Debates and Controversies 4000 words
Research Notes 5000 words
Review essays 2000 words
Joint reviews 1500 words
Single reviews 600 words
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Please note that over-length submissions will be automatically returned to you for editing.
This can cause severe delays to the processing of your manuscript. This word limit is strictly
enforced and correspondence will not be entered into.

Tables/Figures/Drawings
Please put all tables/figures/drawings/etc. at the end of your document. Flag their correct
position in the body text using "TABLE 1 here".
Each table requires a short, descriptive title, and column headings should clearly define the
data presented. If necessary, suitably identified footnotes should be included below.
Take care to include all units of measurement and ensure that all tables are cited in the main
text. Use solid black and white and cross-hatching only, as computer generated tints do not
reproduce well.
Line drawings and photographs should be supplied as EPS files (all fonts embedded) or TIFF
files, 800dpi – b/w only. Use solid black and white and cross-hatching only for line drawings,
as computer generated tints do not reproduce well.
Please note that authors are required to gain permission to reproduce any images not of
their own creation.

Anonymisation
Also send your anonymous article with the original article.
To anonymise your paper, please remove all details that may disclose your identity, by doing
the following:
 Remove all occurrences of author name(s) and institution(s)
 Remove acknowledgements and funding information
 Remove author biographies
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 Replace author references in text by referring to yourselves as ‘Author A’, ‘Author B’
etc
 Delete author references in bibliography and remember to close up the space
Please note, this includes chapters in books edited by a contributing author

Hrr uses double blind peer review. Anonymisation is used to protect authors and referees,
and to ensure that submissions are judged on their merits.

Additional appendices
In the case of quantitative articles, it is usually desirable for the results reported in the main
article to be closely focused on advancing the argument of the paper, with additional results
reported in a technical appendix published on the journal website. If the following
information is not included in the main article it should be included in a technical appendix
submitted alongside the article:
 Descriptive statistics for all variables used in the analysis
 Correlation matrixes for all variables used in regression type analyses
 Full results of any data reduction analyses (factor analysis)
 Full results of all regression type analysis (if only the key results are reported in the
article)
 Results of additional sensitivity analyses
Please note, quantitative appendices are not included in the word count limit of 7000 words.
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References
References in the text should be presented in the Harvard system.
Use endnotes not footnotes.
The reference list should be in alphabetical order at the end of the paper, after the end
notes, but before tables/figures. Quotations Lengthy quotations (over 20 words) should be
displayed and indented in the text. Please use single quotation marks (double within).

Spelling
Dates should be in the form „27 August 2012“.
Delete points from „USA“; „UK“; „B&H“ and other such abbreviations.
Delete points from contractions such as Mr,Dr.

Language, Terminology and Grammar
Jargon or unnecessary technical language should be avoided, as should the use of
abbreviations. Abbreviations should be used only if terms are in common use. Please provide
a list in the appendices section of your manuscript. When first mentioned in the text, spell
them out with the abbreviation in brackets. Language that might be deemed sexist or racist
must not be used. Please ensure that you observe the Ethical and Authorship guidelines
(see: https://human.ba/policies/publication-ethics-and-malpractice-statement/).

About Style
 „Article“ should be used instead of „paper“
 The review section, introduction and conclusion of articles should be written in the
present tense and all reported data should be written in the past tense
 Instances of „I“ and „we“ should be eliminated except where germane (ie. Field notes
and quotations)
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 „Whilst“ and „amongst“ should be eliminated in favour of „while“ and „among“
 Sentences should not start with coordinating conjunctions (i.e. and, but)
 Contractions (don’t, won’t, shouldn’t) should be eliminated unless they are part of
reported speech

Refereeing
Each manuscript, if considered suitable by the Editors, will be refereed by up to two
anonymous referees and the Editors may recommend revisions. Editor use a desk reject
policy and do not send all manuscripts for review before making a decision.

De-anonymised submission
When a paper is accepted for publication, the corresponding author will be asked to provide
a deanonymised copy of the article by email. This version should include any self-references
originally removed from the article. It should also include title, abstract, keywords, any
acknowledgements, biographies for all authors and contact details for the corresponding
author.

Copyright
The Journal requires the author as the rights holder to sign a Journal Contributor’s Publishing
Agreement for all articles we publish. It is Agreement is a licence agreement under which the
author retains copyright in the work but grants the Hrr the sole and exclusive right and
licence to publish for the full legal term of copyright.
The journal, the Hrr and Publisher take issues of copyright infringement, plagiarism or other
breaches of best practice in publication very seriously. We seek to protect the rights of our
authors and we always investigate claims of plagiarism or misuse of published articles.
Equally, we seek to protect the reputation of our journal against malpractice. Where an
article is found to have plagiarised other work or included third-party copyright material
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without permission or with insufficient acknowledgement, or where the authorship of the
article is contested, we reserve the right to take action including, but not limited to:
publishing an erratum or corrigendum (correction); retracting the article (removing it from
the journal).

Author Affiliation
Authors working in academia should provide their name and institution. Authors working
outside academia should use one of the options below:
 Independent researcher
 Freelance researcher

Proofs
If accepted for publication and allocated to a specific issue of the journal, the corresponding
author will receive, in due course, a PDF of the page proofs for checking. It is the
corresponding author’s responsibility to circulate the proofs to co-authors if required.

Open Access
By agreeing with immediate Open Access policy of paper publications author gives
permission for making final version of paper available online to readers without any
embargo period.
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